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Newsletter         No 2       2/4/2020 

Welcome and Introduction  
Welcome to the second edition of our weekly Newsletter with the theme of 
‘April’.  This week you will need to click and paste the password to watch 
our special guest, the BBC Broadcaster and presenter, Clare Balding, who sends 
you all a personal message.  The link will take you onto our new website (which is 
due to go live in a few weeks) so you will also get a sneak preview of that! We 
are enjoying sharing this with you and welcome any feedback or ideas you may 
have.   

We have all personally been getting ourselves into a new routine which is 
something that you might like to work on for yourself.  Cath’s article may help 
you to think a little more about this. 

We hope you are all coping in these challenging times and send our best wishes 
to you all. 

Angela & the Recovery in Mind Team 

 

 

Special message from CLARE 
BALDING to Recovery in Mind 
Students – follow this link to view 
https://recoveryinmind.org/clare-balding/ 

Password = baldingvid 
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In This Week’s Issue 
 ‘April’ wordsearch by Fiona 
 Season’s reflections by Cath 
 Bottom of the fridge soup recipe 
 Why do we feel so anxious at this time?  (A friendly psychiatrist 

explains.) 
 Gentle Reminders for when the world feels frightening 
 April Rise by Laurie Lee 
 Make a Daffodil Card 
 Picture Thoughts by Lorraine, Peer Trainer 

External Links 
 Available helplines                                                                   

https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/stress-anxiety-depression/mental-health-helplines/  
 www.explorationoftheday.com 

Answers to last week’s wordsearch
1. Recovery in Mind 
2. Self-Compassion 
3. Five Ways 
4. Assertiveness 
5. Self-Esteem 
6. Shed 
7. Creativity 
8. Bitesize 
9. Recovery Street 
10. Next Steps 

11. Toolbox 
12. Mindful 
13. Read 
14. WRAP 
15. Sheepdrove Farm 
16. Broadway House 
17. Watermill 
18. Biscuit 
19. Pen

Further Help and Support 
If you are struggling with your mental health and feel that you need further help & support 
here are some contact numbers for you:  

West Berkshire Community Mental Health Team– 01635 292020 

CRHTT (Crisis Response and Home Treatment Team)- 0300 365 9999 

Samaritans - 116 123  

NHS - 111 (number to call should you feel you are physically unwell with Coronavirus or 
indeed any other physical health condition which is deteriorating. 

West Berkshire Community Hub is where you can find out information and support 
locally for a variety of matters relating to Coronavirus – look at their website   (cut and 
paste this into your internet browser) https://info.westberks.gov.uk/coronavirus-
communityhub  

999 is for EMERGENCY calls only.  
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‘April’ Wordsearch by Fiona 

 

P R I H C A P R I L E A S A P 

M C A R D W H O W A R M I R L 

O H W E T A O L E M E R G E A 

R I E F N K P I T B R E E Z Y 

S C N R O E E L U F R E E H C 

E K E E I N S P I R I N G T S 

M S R S T I E T A L O C O H C 

I P C H A N G E P S I R C R T 

T R K G R G I V N E S T D I E 

G O I R E S T A L I V E E V L 

N U D E N A T U R E H W E E I 

I T W E E S U N B L O S S O M 

R I O N G P I L U T M D N I S 

P N R N E Q U A L D R I B U E 

S G G E R E T S A E B U L B S 

April 
Sprouting 

Grow 
Eastereggs 
Sunshine 

Regeneration 
Play 

Romp 
Sun 

Crisp 

Breezy 
Warm 
Thrive 

Springtime 
Wakening 

Chirp 
Change 
Refresh 

Tulip 
Sap 

Nature 
Blossom 

Chocolate 
Lamb 
Hope 
Seed 
Cheer 
Chick 

Renew 
Green 

Bulbs 
Bird 
Alive 
Kid 

Blue 
Nest 

Inspiring 
Emerge 
Smile 
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Season’s Reflections  
  

April is here!  The clocks went forward at the 
weekend, heralding the beginning of British 
summer time and bringing longer, lighter 
evenings.  We’re in the throes of spring, and have 
enjoyed lots of lovely sunshine over the past week 
or two.  Despite the strangeness of this time and 
disruption to all our lives, I find it reassuring that 
the times, seasons and calendar are continuing in 
the same order and rhythm as ever.  Not 
everything in our world has changed!! 

 
So, in the midst of the challenges there are definitely 
signs of hope, things to feel positive about and thankful 
for, and even to celebrate.  I’ve been reminded of this 
when I’ve seen paintings of rainbows that local children 
have stuck on their windows, as well as seeing blossom 
appearing on the trees, hawthorn growing in the 
hedgerows, and listening to birdsong in the mornings: all 
signs of new life and growth and potential.  It has been 
good too to see tractors out in the fields, working as 
usual, and that has helped remind me also that while we may not be able to buy 
everything we want in the shops, there is still plenty of food available for us 

all.  I  had to smile when I was waiting in line in the 
car park to get into the supermarket this week: it 
occurred to me that even though all the attractions 
and entertainment venues are closed, the great 
British tradition of queuing is still alive and 
well!  Further reassurance that there are some 
things that don’t seem to change!!  

 
And we’ll be celebrating Easter later this month.  Again, whilst there won’t be 
the conventional Good Friday processions and Easter Sunday church services 
this year (they’ll probably be streamed on YouTube instead), or spring fetes or 
concerts or similar gatherings of communities and families, we can still find 
other ways of celebrating and connecting with one another.  There might be a 
lack of pasta, tinned tomatoes and loo rolls in the shops, but there doesn’t seem 
to be any shortage of chocolate - now that’s definitely something to be grateful 
for!  So why not have an Easter egg hunt at home – you can hide eggs around 
your garden (if you have one) and inside your home.  It’s great fun, and doesn’t 
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just have to be for the kids!  Or how about making an Easter card and sending it 
to someone that you won’t see face to face?   
It’s so important, I think, that we do each get out 
every day for some fresh air and exercise, as we’re 
being encouraged to do, whether for a walk, jog or 
bike ride.  I find it helps to build a structure and 
routine into the day, as well as giving us the physical 
activity that we need.    
  
You might find it helpful to try the following exercise, either when you’re 
outdoors or inside at home.  It encourages us to engage all our senses, and is a 
useful grounding exercise, and can be helpful for distracting us from anxious 
thoughts and worries, or just for developing a more mindful, curious approach to 
the world around us in general.  Why not give it a go!  
  

Find five things that you can see that are different shapes or colours (eg 
flowers, trees, birds, brickwork, vehicles, household objects etc) 
  

Find four things that you can hear (eg wind, children playing, traffic, indoor 
sounds, birds singing – trying to differentiate the individual bird’s song).  
 

Find three things that you can touch, making sure of course that you wash 
your hands thoroughly afterwards (eg tree bark, leaves, feathers, grass, cotton 
wool or other materials, washing up bubbles, tissue etc).  
 

Find two things that you can smell (eg flowers, cut grass, soap, perfume, 
oranges or lemons etc) . 
 

Find one thing that you can taste (this might be a bit trickier outdoors, but 
you could take something out with you, eg a wrapped sweet, peanut, dried 
apricot or raisin etc, and eat it slowly and intentionally, savouring the texture 
and the flavour).  
  
And one final thought: now might be a great time to start journaling.  How about 
starting a ‘gratitude journal’, noting down three things each day that you are 
grateful for or feel positive about.  

  
Best wishes to you all.  

  
Cath 
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‘Bottom of the fridge Soup’ Recipe by Fiona 
 

Hearty vegetable soup is my ‘go-to’ favourite meal for 
everyday as it is cheap to make, easy, nutritious & 
delicious! Teamed up with a good chunk of bread it’s 
warming, filling & great fuel to keep you going! A big pot 
lasts a few days if you keep it in the fridge, plus you can 

freeze portions to eat another day when you don’t feel like cooking. What’s not 
to like?!  
 
The best thing about it is that most veg in many combinations will go together 
to make something yummy for lunch.  Basically you can use any left-over veg 
from the bottom of your fridge (cooked, left-over or raw or some of each!) to 
make a good soup! It’s really not as complicated as people think. I volunteer at a 
Children’s Centre & the families & I make soup together for lunch, from 
whatever veg we have been given by the foodbank that day. Up to 30 people all 
eat & enjoy their soup. We even have the children who say they don’t like veg & 
older babies joining in!  
 
Recipe  
 
About 500g mixed veg (chopped)  
A leek or onion for flavour (chopped finely)  
2 Garlic cloves (peeled & chopped very finely)  
2 tbs oil or butter  
2 litres boiling water  
Stock cube (Kallo veg cubes are the best, I think)  
Salt & pepper  
Thickener: some potato or rice or pasta is useful to add thickening to your soup. 
Failing that you can put a couple of tbs of flour in a cup with same amount of 
cold water & add this to the soup when blended & cook off for a few mins (to 
get it to thicken up)  
Extras: Herbs, Spices (eg. Tbs curry paste) Protein (eg tin chickpeas or baked 
beans or 75 g red lentils or 50g nuts) Dash balsamic vinegar or Worcestershire 
sauce.  
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Method  
 

1. Melt oil or butter & fry garlic & onion until soft (whilst stirring for 5 
mins)  
2. Add chopped veg & continue to fry for a few mins.  
3. Dissolve stock cube in water & add to mix with seasonings you’ve chosen.  
4. Cook until veg are tender (often about 15 to 20 mins). Don’t worry if some 
are softer than others as it’s a soup!  
5. Using a stick blender (or other blender or potato masher or even a fork) 
mash up the veg until they form a soup consistency. Sometimes it’s nice to 
have it pureed & others it’s good with ‘bits in’.   
 

Ideas for veg mixes: 
  

Carrot & orange (juice of 1 orange)  
Beetroot & cumin (2 tsp)  
Leek & potato  
Curried parsnip  
Peas (frozen will do) potato & mint  
Mushroom (with a potato to thicken it)  
Minestrone (Finely chopped left-over veg from yesterday eg beans, 
carrot, cabbage, with a tin of chopped tomatoes, basil & pasta)  
Cauliflower & blue cheese (stir the cheese in at the end before serving).  
‘Midnight soup’ (It was black…mushroom & aubergine with a little rice to 
thicken & was quite a ‘hit’ with everyone!)  
Butternut squash with tsp each of chilli & ginger (or grated ginger root. I 
keep 1 in the freezer as it grates well from frozen).  
Courgette potato & thyme (with 1/2 pot of crème fraiche or yoghurt stirred 
in before you serve it)  
  
This is a chance to try some alchemy & see how inventive you can get. You 
may come up with a winner!      Good Luck! 
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So first…. the BIG question –  

Why do we feel so anxious at this time? 
 

We asked a friendly psychiatrist to explain why this is and how we can manage our 
thoughts and feelings……  
 
We are group mammals and have evolved big brains to live as animals in groups, who are 
primed to scan for new dangers; and also to check out whether others are experiencing 
danger. So, at this time, we are bombarded by messages of danger from the media on 
every side; and we are telling each other how anxious we all are; which actually 
sends everyone’s anxiety even higher. The problem is that the news and the media is 
biased towards the negative; there’s no ‘story’ in good news, as they say. And it is also 
true that this is a new kind of threat that we haven’t met before or at least not on this 
scale; and it is also true that we are having to lose our normal way of living, which 
makes us feel out of control… which, as one wise man said, is a definition of suffering.   
 
So what we need to do is to remind ourselves that not all the bad things that we can 
imagine will happen; and in fact as a society we are all taking steps to try and stop bad 
things from happening; which is itself a good thing! We have to remind ourselves that 
the good things that are happening are just as real as the bad things; yes, people are 
dying but also people are recovering; both these things are real and both must be taken 
seriously. Depression and anxiety are what happen when we refuse to take good things 
seriously.  
 
Finally, we can practise being kind to ourselves and others at this time. We can 
acknowledge that we are anxious and then take a present moment check: am I safe 
now? Do I have friends and support now? Do I have food, water, power, ordinary safety 
from harm? If that’s true for you in the present moment, then you are OK; and you can 
let yourself enjoy that moment. Yesterday is history, tomorrow’s a mystery, but today 
is a gift: which is why we call it the present! Cheesy I know but true. The last practice 
we can do is to practise compassionate thoughts for all who are ill or who are grieving: 
wish others well, even just in your mind, and you will feel rich in your kindness. And 
don’t forget to take your daily walk!  
gxx  
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Haiku 

Bring to each moment 

Curiosity and love, 

Be here as you are. 

 

By Peter Morgan 
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April Rise by Laurie Lee 

 

If ever I saw blessing in the air  

I see it now in this still early day  

Where lemon-green the vaporous morning drips  

Wet sunlight on the powder of my eye.  

 

Blown bubble-film of blue, the sky wraps round  

Weeds of warm light whose every root and rod  

Splutters with soapy green, and all the world  

Sweats with the bead of summer in its bud.  

 

If ever I heard blessing it is there  

Where birds in trees that shoals and shadows are  

Splash with their hidden wings and drops of sound  

Break on my ears their crests of throbbing air.  

 

Pure in the haze the emerald sun dilates,  

The lips of sparrows milk the mossy stones,  

While white as water by the lake a girl  

Swims her green hand among the gathered swans.  

 

Now, as the almond burns its smoking wick,  

Dropping small flames to light the candled grass;  

Now, as my low blood scales its second chance,  

If ever world were blessed, now it is.  
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To make a daffodil card  

 

This guide makes a card with one daffodil on a stem. Please read the guide first as 
you may wish to adapt the guide to make several daffodils with stems, or a host of 
daffodil flowers (no stems). 

You will need:  

some card or cartridge paper for the card bit itself (about A4 size) 

some paper to make the flowers (green, yellow, orange would be useful, or if you 
colour as you go, some crayons / felt pens will be needed)  

a pair of scissors  

a pencil  

glue  

a mug and an egg cup 

If you have them, some pinking shears 

1 Fold the A4 backing card in half to make the greeting card    

2 From the width of a different sheet of A4 paper (green if you have some) cut 
out the stem of the daffodil. If you are using white paper, colour it in before 
you cut it out. 

3 Draw 2 long leaf shapes on the green (or white) paper and cut 
these out. 

 

4 Place the stem and leaves on the backing card, stick down and trim 
any bits overlapping the edge. 
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5 On yellow paper, draw around the mug. (If using white, colour in after 
drawing around the mug). Cut out the circle. Fold the circle in half. 

6 Now a fiddly bit: fold the half circle into three in a concertina pattern 

 

 

7 Draw a curved V shaped line from one straight side to the other and 
cut along the line. 

8 Unfold the petals of the daffodil. To make them curl a bit, roll each petal 
around the pencil. 

    

 

9 On orange paper, draw around the egg end of the egg cup. (If using white, 
colour in after drawing around the egg cup.) Cut out the circle (with pinking 
shears if you have them). 

10 Fold the circle in half and then in half again to find the centre of the circle, 
then unfold and cut one slot from the edge of the circle to the centre. 

 

11 Hold the circle of paper and wrap it around your finger into a cone and glue 
the flap of paper to secure it. Push the pointy end of the cone against the 
table to flatten it. 

 

12 Glue the yellow petals onto the backing card above the 
green stem and then glue the orange cone to the centre 
of the petals.  
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Picture thoughts by Lorraine – Peer Trainer 
 
  
Whilst we are all trying to make sense of this temporary new way of living, I 
would like to share with you through pictures of how and what things are getting 
me through this difficult time for us all.  My children and I have been self-
isolating for at least 9 days now.  You will notice all these pictures are from 
outside.  We have been blessed with this gorgeous weather over the last week 
and knowing the outdoors provides me with an enormous positive benefit, I made 
the most of it with the kiddies. 
  

This flower caught my eye, on its own amongst all the 
busyness of its immediate surroundings.  Even though it 
feels like it’s on its own it can still flourish and be 
beautiful.  Reminded me of how I feel at this moment in 
time, despite everything I can still flourish. 
 

 
My youngest hands on nature, hands on a tree trunk in the garden.  On purpose 
he was throwing the ball up into the tree to get it stuck, but he 
got so much out of problem solving, thinking of how and what he 
could use to get the ball down again.  From using a cane to 
reach up and hook it out, to shaking the trunk of the 
tree.  Hands on with nature literally is a great boost for well 
being for anyone.  A bit like my life at the moment, really 
trying to problem solve to get to the end result, he didn't give 
up, nor will I. 
  

Washing on the line!!  Nothing says it better that Spring is 
definitely here.  I found this was great for mindfulness, watching 
the clothes blow in the wind. 
  
 
 

 
Again, using senses with nature.  I loved touching and 
getting hands dirty in the mud with the boys.  Nothing 
like making pud pies.  But what caught my eye was a 
red and blue spade, working together to create great 
teamwork. 
I love teamwork. 
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Self-compassion has been a huge help for me over this 
last week and reminded me to be kind to myself.  But to 
do that I have been clearing out that nasty bindweed and 
nettles and prickles that are in the way of me doing that. 
  

 
Love the daffs, standing tall and generally there is beauty all 
around us, especially outdoors.  
  
 
 
 
 

My youngest just happily role playing as a 
builder.  Seeing them calm and engrossed in what they are doing 
gives me a great contented feeling to know they are not 
worrying about anything else around them.  This gives me 
enormous strength to carry on. 
  
 

 
On a final note, I am still practising 5 ways to well-being.  The notch on the dial 
may have been turned down from max to minimum, but trying my best to 
incorporate this thought into my daily life. 
  

Take notice: I'm outside taking notice of the garden and the little insects 
in their own little world. 
  

Give: Although I can not physically see my mum, I still created some homemade 
cards and posted them for Mother’s Day.  Also a smile to whoever I may see on 
my daily 5 minute walk around the block. 
  

Keep learning: Simple as reading fact books together with my kids. 
  

Be active: Joining in home P.E lessons with my teenage daughters, daily 5 min 
walk, active in the garden. 
  

Connect: A telephone call a day to a member of my family or a friend. 
 


